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PRODUCT DATA SHEET
REGION

EAST COAST
SERIES

STEPLOCK

®

STYLE

SHELLOCK

®

The original seashell paver®.
Seashells mixed into the paver and then honed to exposed the
beauty of each individual seashell in a sleek smooth surface,
creating a very comfortable paver to walk on barefoot. The nonslippery polished surface is smooth and impeccably fashionable.
The Shellock® collection is part of our Steplock® Line,
exclusively designed for pedestrian applications.

COLOR SELECTION - PAVERS AND COPING

APPLICATIONS

Designed for use in pedestrian applications including
patios, swimming pool decks, walkways, stepping stones
as well as architectural and decorative uses such as raised
walls, fountains, benches and planters.
IVORY

CAFÉ

SILVER SAM

BUFF

TAN

COPING & SPECIALTY PIECES
NOMINAL SIZES (in). THICKNESS: 1-5/8

FINISHES

One Sided

4x8, 4x12, 4x16, 24x12, 12x12, 16x16, 24x24

Two Sided

4x12, 4x16, 24x12, 12x12, 16x16, 24x24

Three Sided

4x16, 12x12, 16x16, 24x24

Four Sided

12x12, 16x16, 24x24

Adjacent

12x12, 16x16, 24x24

Remodeling

4x12 with 3”drop-face, 4” drop-face, 5” drop-face.

Precut one sided

4x8, 4x12

Precut two sided

4x12, 4x16

POLISHED

PAVER AND PAVING SLABS

STRAIGHT RELAXED-EDGE COPING

SIZES & PACKAGING
NOMINAL
SIZE (in)

NOMINAL SIZES (in). THICKNESS: 2-3/8” (*) (**)
ACTUAL
DIMENSIONS
(mm)

One Sided

SQ FT
PER
PA L L E T

WEIGHT
PER
PA L L E T

(*) Available only in the colors Ivory and Tan.
(**) The deck base needs to be adjusted to match the 2-3/8” coping.

8 x 8 x 1-5/8

200 x 200 x 40

160 SQ FT

2,870 LBS

8 x 12 x 1-5/8

200 x 300 x 40

160 SQ FT

2,870 LBS

12 x 12 x 1-5/8

300 x 300 x 40

180 SQ FT

3,255 LBS

16 x 16 x 1-5/8

400 x 400 x 40

160 SQ FT

2,870 LBS

24 x 24 x 1-5/8

600 x 600 x 40

120 SQ FT

2,160 LBS

4x12, 12x12

CUSTOM COLORS

Custom colors available typically for minimum quantities of
10,000 square feet.

(*) Silver Sam is not available in 24” in paving slabs or coping.
NOTES
1. The Shellock® collection has natural shells embedded at different distances from the surface of the paver
or coping, and then polished. Therefore, a small percentage of the shells are expected to come loose from
the surface and edges of the tile. This occurrence will diminish over a short span of time and in no way will
effect the strength of the products.
2. Pavers should be installed from several pallets at a time to maintain the best color consistency.

3. Due to processes required to manufacture, package, deliver, unpack, install and compact the products, small
chipping can be expected.
4. The product images in our catalogs, brochures, or shown on monitor screens give a general indication of
color for a preliminary selection. We recommend you also view current product samples and look at actual
finished projects before making your final decision.
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PRODUCT

SHELLOCK®
Atlantic Series¹

DESCRIPTION

Artistic Paver's Shellock® Paver is a beautiful and elegant alternative to the
same old brick paver look. Shellock® consists of actual seashells gathered from
mother earth, mixed in each paver and then honed to expose the beauty of
the seashells.
Shellock® pavers are part of our Steplock® Line, exclusively designed for
pedestrian applications. Shellock pavers are very smooth to walk on.
Applications include patios, swimming pool decks, lanais, walkways and more.
Pavers are calibrated to achieve a uniform dimmensions with very little
variation for easy installation.
Each piece is made to precision with the highest quality of technological
machinery available. You can expect a slight variation in shell and shade color
which simply adds to the natural appearance of each piece. Shellock®
transforms any pool deck into a natural looking paradise.
Shellock® Atlantic Series pavers and coping are available in 5 different colors:
Ivory, Buff, Tan, Café and Silver Sam. Shellock® Atlantic Series is available in
sizes: 4"x8", 8"x8", 8"x12", 12"x12", 16"x16" and 24"x24" in 1-5/8"thickness
and the 24"x24" pedestal paver in 2" thickness.
Coping and specialty pieces are available in all colors in many different sizes
and options of bullnose in one, two, three, four sides or adjacent. Plus the
renovation piece and pre-cut spa coping.

NOTES
1. Shellock® Atlantic Series ships from the East Coast and West Coast factories.
2. Shellock® Atlantic Series is only available in Polished (P) finish from the East Coast factory.
3. You can expect a slight variation in shade colors which simply adds to the natural appearance of each piece.
4. Before making a decision on any product or color, we recommend verifying your selection at your local Artistic Paver retailer.
5. For more information on this product visit http://www.artisticpavers.com/steplock-shellock-as.php

ARTISTIC PAVER MFG.
Toll-Free (877) 707-2831 | Fax: (305) 653-7511

SHELLOCK® ATLANTIC SERIES PRODUCT LIST (EAST COAST)
PAVERS
NOMINAL
SIZE

ACTUAL
DIMMENSIONS

in
WxLxH

(mm)
WxLxH

4x8x1-5/8

93x200x40

PAVER

8x8x1-5/8

200x200x40

PAVER

8x12x1-5/8

200x300x40

PAVER

12x12x1-5/8

300x300x40

PAVER

16x16x1-5/8

400x400x40

PAVER

24x24x1-5/8

600x600x40

PAVER

24x24x2

600x600x50

PEDESTAL
PAVER

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

COPING
ADVANTAGES
Shellock® pavers are part of our
Steplock® Line, exclusively designed
for pedestrian applications including
patios, swimming pool decks, lanais,
walkways and more.
Pavers are calibrated to achieve a
uniform thickness.
The beveled cushioned edge on our
pavers help to prevent tripping
hazards and aids the installer in the
leveling process of the paver
installation.
Each paver is factory pressed which
produces a paver that averages over
9,000 pounds per square inch (PSI).
This makes our paver extremely
durable and less porous than poured
concrete.
This highly dense product resists
staining, helps to prevent algae and
mildew from attaching itself to the
surface of the product and it's
impervious to damage from
saltwater pools
Our pavers require very little
maintenance and sealing is optional.

FINISH

POLISHED

The polished surface is smooth and
very comfortable to walk on
barefoot, yet, it has a High Slip
Resistance (lower probability of
slipping)*.

NOMINAL
SIZE

ACTUAL
DIMMENSIONS

in
WxLxH

(mm)
WxLxH

4x8x1-5/8

93x198x40

Single sided

4x12x1-5/8

93x289x40

Single sided

4x16x1-5/8

93x390x40

Single sided

24x12x1-5/8

582x298x40

Single sided

12x12x1-5/8

284x289x40

Single sided

16x16x1-5/8

385x390x40

Single sided

24x24x1-5/8

582x590x40

Single sided

4x12x1-5/8

93x298x40

Double sided

4x16x1-5/8

93x398x40

Double sided

24x12x1-5/8

582x297x40

Double sided

12x12x1-5/8

284X298x40

Double sided

16x16x1-5/8

385X398x40

Double sided

24x24x1-5/8

582x598x40

Double sided

4x16x1-5/8

98x398x40

Triple sided

12x12x1-5/8

289x298x40

Triple sided

16x16x1-5/8

390x398x40

Triple sided

24x24x1-5/8

590x598x40

Triple sided

12x12x1-5/8

298x298x40

Four sided

16x16x1-5/8

398x398x40

Four sided

24x24x1-5/8

598x598x40

Four sided

12x12x1-5/8

289x289x40

Adjacent

16x16x1-5/8

390x390x40

Adjacent

24x24x1-5/8

590x590x40

Adjacent

4x12x1-5/8
Drop-face 3"

93x289x40

Renovation
coping

4x12x1-5/8
Drop-face 4"

93x289x40

Renovation
coping

4x12x1-5/8
Drop-face 5"

93x289x40

Renovation
coping

4x8x1-5/8

80x198x40

Pre-cut coping

4x12x1-5/8

80x289x40

Pre-cut coping

4x12x1-5/8

80x298x40

Pre-cut coping

4x16x1-5/8

80x398x40

Pre-cut coping

4X12x2-3/8"

92x288x60

12X12x2-3/8"

281x288x60

ITEM
DESCRIPTION

Single sided
Straight-Edge

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Single sided coping is available in all Steplock®
decking styles. This ensures that materials used
for architectural solutions will coordinate with
the Artistic Paver decking material.

Double sided coping is available in all Steplock®
decking styles. This ensures that materials used
for architectural solutions will coordinate with
the Artistic Paver decking material.

Triple sided coping is available in all Steplock®
decking styles. It's perfect for spillways. One
single piece, easy to install and perfect finish to
the spa spillway. This ensures that materials
used for architectural solutions will coordinate
with the Artistic Paver decking material.
Four sided coping is available in all Steplock®
decking styles. It's perfect for columns, planters
and more. This ensures that materials used for
architectural solutions will coordinate with the
Artistic Paver decking material.
Adjacent sided coping is available in all
Steplock® decking styles. It's perfect for
columns, planters and more. This ensures that
materials used for architectural solutions will
coordinate with the Artistic Paver decking
material.

Renovation coping installs directly on top of the
existing overpour or coping material, allowing
you to top an existing cracked deck without
removing it, saving you time and money. Create
a completely new look without the mess and
headaches of removing concrete.

Pre-cut coping. Just unpack and install. No need
to waste time cutting pieces to fit around the
spa. The total number of pieces to complete a
full circle on a 7ft diameter spa is 87 for any of
the sizes of coping.

Single sided straight relaxed-edge coping. A
modern look for any pool shape. Makes any
pool elegant and gives the deck a contemporary
touch.

